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To nursing mothers everywhere and to those whose efforts were not and are not supported. And to my former nurslings, Emily Rose and Rachel Joy—my greatest teachers.
Like breastfeeding itself, this book benefited profoundly from the support, encouragement, and assistance of others. First and foremost, my heartfelt thanks go out to the incredible women who eagerly and enthusiastically shared their stories with me. Their candor and honesty are the heart and soul of this project, and I will be forever grateful. Probably the hardest task I faced was having to significantly reduce the number of stories in the book and shorten those that are included. (My contributors have my editor’s permission to blame her!) Although I regret that I was not able to include everyone’s story, each and every conversation and letter deeply informed and enriched this book.

There are two women for whom I have endless appreciation, Diane Wiessinger and Lauren Korfine. Had it not been for Diane, my own lactation consultant extraordinaire, I would never have written this book. Diane not only provided me with ever-ready technical expertise, always-wise counsel, and a generous spirit but unwaveringly believed in this project from its inception. Diane challenged me to think outside the box, and her insight into subtle cultural nuances has been invaluable. Lauren—doula, psychologist, and overall wise woman—shared her critical knowledge of feminism, motherhood, and the politics of the body. She eagerly read chapter after chapter, draft after draft, providing sound feedback on many levels. Her enthusiasm sustained me through many months, and her unexpected presence in my life was a genuine gift of self.
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Sources of Information and Support

These organizations and references, all of which offer excellent information and/or support, can be found on the following pages:

AABA  African-American Breastfeeding Alliance  68
ABRW  The Adoptive Breastfeeding Resource Website  58
ACNM  American College of Nurse-Midwives  33
ALACE  Association of Labor Assistants and Childbirth Educators  62
Ameda by Hollister  168
BFAR  Breastfeeding after Reduction  197
CAPPA  Childbirth and Postpartum Professional Association  62
CIMS  Coalition for Improving Maternity Services  31
DONA  Doulas of North America  62
Girl-Mom  231
HMBANA  Human Milk Banking Association of North America  83
ICAN  International Cesarean Awareness Network  31
ILCA  International Lactation Consultant Association  62
LLLI  La Leche League International  63
MANA  Midwives Alliance of North America  33
March of Dimes  148
Medela  168
MOBI  Mothers Overcoming Breastfeeding Issues  65
Mocha Moms  236
NACC  National Association of Childbearing Centers  35
Pumping Moms  240
YAAPS  Yet Another Alternative Parenting Site  43